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Exporting a Marksheet to Microsoft Excel 

 
Marksheets can be exported from SIMS to Microsoft Excel for two reasons: 
 
1. Current data within SIMS can be further manipulated using Excel’s features. To do this 

you need to export the marksheet as an Unformatted one 
 
2. If you wish to export a blank marksheet so that data can be entered such as for Key 

Stage Assessment, you need to export the wizard marksheets as a Formatted one 
 

Exporting the Marksheet 

 
This procedure can be used for any of the Assessment Marksheet within SIMS.  However, 
they cannot be imported back into the Programme of Study section 
 
1. Select Tools > Performance > Assessment > Wizard Manager to display the wizards 

 

2. Navigate to your required marksheet and click on Export at the top of the screen 
and make your choice of formatted or unformatted 

 

 

 
Formatted – This method exports the content of the marksheet to enable data to be 
entered/edited offline. Once data has been entered/edited using Excel, the marksheet data 
can then be imported back into SIMS. This enables you to enter results, etc. away from the 
office. 
 
Please note: You must leave the marksheet body(columns, rows etc) in the same format 
that it was exported or it will not pass the integrity test to be re-imported into SIMS. 
 
Unformatted – This method of exporting is used when you want to export the marksheet 
data and use additional functions available in Excel. 
 
The marksheet is opened automatically in Excel.   
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The above marksheet was exported as a formatted one and then saved on a network 
drive for teachers to access to enter their Key Stage 1 data 

 

3. Save the spreadsheet to a suitable location, ensuring that the file extension is .xml. 
 
NOTE:  
With a formatted spreadsheet, certain areas of the spreadsheet are protected so that you 
can only enter data in specific cells.  
With an unformatted spreadsheet, none of the cells are protected and data can be 
manipulated as required. 
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